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11 Closure, Conservation and Reclamation Plan 
This section describes the Joslyn North Mine Project closure, conservation and 
reclamation (CC&R) plan. This conceptual CC&R plan provides information on the 
annual reclamation activities for the first 10-year period of the mine development, as well 
as every five years thereafter until closure. 

The CC&R plan provides a landscape and closure drainage system that comprises the 
following: 

• two watershed drainage systems – the permanent Joslyn Creek Realignment (JCR) to 
the Ells River, and drainage from reclaimed areas to a single pit lake before release to 
the Ells River 

• long-term drainage features such as wetlands on the reclaimed landscape, and 
secondary drainage channels to provide long-term sustainability of major landforms 

Progressive reclamation techniques will be used through the life of the project. 
Reclamation will begin as soon as areas are safe, accessible, geotechnically stable and no 
longer required for operations. 

For a description of the revisions to the conservation and reclamation component of the 
CC&R plan, see Section 12.10. 

11.1 Closure Landscape 
For the proposed closure landscape at completion of mining, see Figure 11.1-1. 
The primary landform features of the conceptual closure plan include: 

• external sand beach area – SBA 1 
• external dedicated disposal area – DDA 1 
• external disposal areas for overburden – EDA-A, EDA-B, EDA-C, EDA-D 
• in-pit tailings areas – DDA 2, Pond 2, SBA 2, SBA 3 
• in-pit overburden disposal areas 
• closure drainage network, including constructed wetlands, compensation lake and a 

pit lake 
• other project facilities – extraction plant site, offstream storage pond (OSSP) and 

project camp 

For landscape cross-sections for the conceptual closure plan, see Figure 11.1-2. 
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Figure 11.1-1 Conceptual Closure Plan 
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Figure 11.1-2 Conceptual Cross-Sections at Closure 
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11.1.1 External Sand Beach Area – SBA 1 
The surface of SBA 1 will have an average elevation of approximately 360 masl. 
Mesotopography in the form of swales and ridges will be constructed on the surface of 
SBA 1 using coarse sand tailings. The surface will be shaped to direct runoff south into a 
wetland with a water surface elevation of 353 masl. The wetland will discharge into an 
erosion-protected drainage channel routed through a valley in reclaimed EDA-C, 
descending at a slope of approximately 2.1% to the original topography at an elevation of 
approximately 300 masl. 
This drainage channel will then flow northward through the reclaimed extraction plant 
site, where it will cut through original topography at an average slope of 0.1%. The 
channel will then enter the mine pit at an elevation of approximately 297 masl, at which 
point flow will be routed through a valley constructed in overburden at an average slope 
of 0.7% until discharging into the pit lake at an elevation of 243 masl. 
SBA 1 will have perimeter drainage ditches to collect runoff and seepage at the toe of the 
containment dykes. The perimeter ditches on the eastern and western sides of SBA 1 will 
have average slopes of approximately 0.2%. A reclaimed ridge will be constructed beside 
the ditch running along the western toe of SBA 1 and the southern toe of EDA-C to 
mitigate potential overflow into the adjacent Ells River. 

Because of the relatively long overland flow path on the eastern slopes of the SBA 1 
containment dyke, secondary drainage patterns in the form of vegetated ephemeral stream 
channels will be constructed. These minor drainage patterns will minimize gully erosion 
of the slope and provide a sustainable drainage system. The overland slope of the 
ephemeral stream channels will be approximately 5%. 

11.1.2 External Dedicated Disposal Area - DDA 1 
DDA 1 will be capped with sand and recontoured to provide a sustainable drainage 
system. The surface of DDA 1 will have a post-consolidation average elevation of 
approximately 348 masl. 

Mesotopography in the form of sand ridges and swales will be built on the surface of 
DDA 1. This will form a drainage system that will maintain positive flow toward the 
swales while lowering the local groundwater table on the ridges. Drainage courses are 
expected to form naturally in the swales as surface runoff will flow to these low-lying 
areas. The sand ridges will provide drained soil conditions capable of supporting upland 
vegetation growth. 

To facilitate positive drainage and minimize erosion potential, the overall slope of the 
drainage courses will range from 0.2% to 0.5%. The swales will drain into a wetland with 
a water surface elevation of 342 masl. The wetland will attenuate flood peak discharges 
and provide residence time for bioremediation of water from the reclaimed areas. The 
water will discharge into a drainage channel routed through a valley in EDA-D and 
descend at a slope of 0.6% to the original topography at an elevation of approximately 
328 masl. 

At the base of EDA-D, the channel will turn eastward and run along the northern 
perimeter of the project development area (PDA), where it will cut through the original 
topography at an average slope of 0.6%. It will then enter the mine pit and be routed at an 
average slope of 1% through a valley constructed in overburden until discharging to the 
drainage channel flowing from SBA 2 to the pit lake. 
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Runoff and seepage water from the DDA 1 dyke will be collected in perimeter drainage 
ditches and directed to the pit lake. 

11.1.3 External Disposal Areas 
The surfaces of the EDAs will be contoured to replicate natural landscape features to 
facilitate drainage with minimal erosion. 

The final surface elevation of EDA-A will range from 315 masl to 325 masl. It will be 
shaped such that the majority of the runoff is directed southward into a small drainage 
channel with a slope of approximately 0.5%. The drainage channel will descend to the 
original topography at an elevation of approximately 308 masl and then turn northward, 
discharging into the channel flowing eastward along the northern perimeter of the PDA. 

EDA-B will have final surface elevations ranging from 310 masl to 320 masl. Drainage 
ditches will surround the perimeter of this area, directing the flow eastward into the 
drainage channel flowing from SBA 1. The drainage ditches will be cut through the 
original topography and will have an average slope of approximately 0.3%. 

The majority of the drainage from EDA-C will occur as overland flow and be collected 
by the perimeter ditch that will drain the western slope of SBA 1. Runoff flow from 
EDA-C will combine with runoff flow in the drainage ditch along the eastern toe of 
SBA 1. This flow will then be directed northward to the pit lake. 

A drainage channel will be excavated through EDA-D, which will receive runoff from 
DDA 1. The slope of this channel will be approximately 0.6%. Drainage, as overland 
flow, from the north face of EDA-D will be collected in the channel running eastward 
along the northern perimeter of the PDA. 

11.1.4 In-Pit Disposal Areas 
The in-pit disposal areas will be contoured to direct runoff and seepage water into the 
closure drainage system. 

The in-pit disposal areas along the northern side of the mine pit will be contoured to 
direct runoff into the drainage channel flowing eastward along the northern perimeter of 
the PDA. Wetlands will be provided at the outlets of these areas. 

The overburden disposal area along the southeast side of the mine pit will be contoured to 
drain southward into a constructed valley designed to carry surface runoff water around 
Pond 2 and along the eastern side of DDA 2 before discharging into the pit lake. The 
resulting slope of the channel draining this area is approximately 0.6%. 

DDA 2 will be capped with sand at closure. It will have a post-consolidation average 
elevation of 287 masl and be contoured to form a ridge and swale system. A wetland will 
be constructed at the outlet to facilitate bioremediation of the runoff and seepage water. 
The wetland will have a water surface elevation of 282 masl and will discharge through a 
drainage channel into the pit lake. 

Pond 2 will be sand capped to form a ridge and swale system. At closure and after 
consolidation, it will have an average elevation of approximately 247 masl. Runoff and 
seepage water will be collected in a wetland with a surface water elevation of 243 masl. 
This wetland will be adjacent to the pit lake. 

There is no plan to transfer fluid fine tailings (FFT or MFT) from Pond 2 into the pit lake. 
For information on managing the FFT inventory, see Section 6.3.4. 
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11.1.5 Other Facility Areas 
The extraction plant site will be decommissioned and contoured for closure to create 
drainage patterns similar to the pre-development landscape. Runoff from the reclaimed 
plant site will drain eastward into the channel flowing from SBA 1 and EDA-C. The 
eastern side of this channel will be protected by a reclaimed ridge to mitigate potential 
overflow into the Ells River. 

The OSSP, reclamation material stockpile (RMS) areas and project camp will be 
decommissioned and contoured for closure to create drainage patterns similar to the 
pre-development landscape. 

11.2 Pit Lake 
There will be one pit lake in the closure landscape. During the pit lake management 
period, the lake will be filled primarily with local runoff from the reclaimed areas and 
will be supplemented with water pumped from the Athabasca River. There will be no 
inflow to the pit lake from the upstream Joslyn Creek watershed, as this will be 
permanently routed through the JCR to the Ells River. There is no plan to transfer MFT 
into the pit lake. 

Once the pit lake reaches the normal level of 243 masl and the water quality is suitable 
for release to the Ells River, the lake water outflow will be released to the Ells River 
through the lake outlet channel and through the remaining section of the Joslyn Creek 
channel to the Ells River. 

The pit lake will have a surface area of approximately 2.3 km2, which is roughly 3.7% of 
the total watershed area (61.3 km2). It will also have a water storage capacity of 
approximately 54 Mm3, with a maximum water depth of approximately 55 m. A littoral 
zone will be constructed around the entire shoreline, occupying approximately 19% of 
the total lake surface area. The littoral zone will be protected by wave breaker structures 
to minimize shoreline erosion and to ensure long-term stability of the shoreline. The 
pit lake will be stocked with fish common in the surrounding area (see Section 14.4 and 
Section 14.18). 

For a summary of pit lake characteristics, see Table 11.2-1. 

Table 11.2-1 Pit Lake Characteristics 
Item Value 

Full supply level (FSL) 243 masl 
Surface area at FSL 2.3 km2 
Volume at FSL 54 Mm3 
Reclaimed watershed area1 59 km2 
MFT None in lake 
Maximum water depth 55 m 
Total littoral area (≤2 m deep) ~19% 

NOTE: 
1 Does not include the water surface of the pit lake. 

The following section describes filling of the pit lake. The results of the filling 
calculations were used for the assessment of water quality at closure (see Section 14.11). 
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11.2.1 Chronology of Pit Lake Development 
Filling of the pit lake will begin in 2038, one year following completion of mining 
activities, allowing for decommissioning of in-pit infrastructure. For the pit lake filling 
curve, showing the chronology of pit lake development, see Figure 11.2-1. 

11.2.2 Inflow and Outflow 
Sources of inflow to the pit lake will be: 

• surface runoff 
• water pumped from the Athabasca River during filling 
• groundwater 
• porewater released from tailings consolidation in DDA 2 and Pond 2 
• recycle water inventory in Pond 2 and DDA 2 at closure 

Outflow from the pit lake will result from: 

• net evaporation 
• surface outflow to the Ells River 
• groundwater seepage 

A description of each of the inflow and outflow components follows. 

11.2.2.1 Surface Runoff 
There will be surface runoff into the pit lake from the reclaimed areas (comprising a 
59-km2 drainage area). Runoff from this reclaimed watershed will flow into the west side 
of the pit lake. A hydrological model was used to quantify this runoff inflow. 

The average annual inflow from the reclaimed areas to the pit lake is estimated to be 
5.8 Mm3/a. 

11.2.2.2 Athabasca River Water 
Water from the Athabasca River intake will supplement surface runoff water from the 
reclaimed areas for filling the pit lake starting in 2038, the year after mining is complete. 
During the six-year management period, 2.4 Mm3/a will be required from the 
Athabasca River to fill the pit lake. 

11.2.2.3 Basal Aquifer Water 
Basal water depressurization of this area is now considered to be unnecessary based on a 
smaller pit lake footprint and a lack of BWS interface with the pit lake, but remains as an 
effective contingency should future information indicate a need for this mitigation. Once 
the pit lake has been filled, hydraulic head equilibrium will be established between the 
lake and the basal aquifer, thereby reducing the inflow of saline water into the lake. 
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Figure 11.2-1 Pit Lake Filling Curve 
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11.2.2.4 Groundwater Inflow 
Groundwater is not expected to be a major source of water during the period in which the 
lake is filled because: 

• the pit lake will not likely receive groundwater flow from the east side as the general 
flow direction is toward the Ells River and the Athabasca River 

• seepage into the pit lake from the west will occur through the in-pit disposal areas 

Groundwater inflow to the lake will be a function of the low hydraulic conductivity of the 
backfill materials and the piezometric gradient established toward the lake. Recovery of 
groundwater levels in the in-pit disposal areas will occur over time because of the low 
hydraulic conductivity of the backfill materials. 

Groundwater inflow into the pit lake will decrease with time as the lake receives 
sediment, which will settle at the bottom and sides of the lake, increasing resistance to 
groundwater seepage into the lake. 

11.2.2.5 Porewater Released from Tailings Consolidation 
Porewater will be released as a result of consolidation of thickened tailings placed in 
DDA 1 and DDA 2. Consolidation in DDA 1 will be almost complete before end of 
mining, thereby reducing the amount of porewater flowing to the lake during closure. 
Any porewater released will be recycled for reuse in the extraction process during the 
consolidation period. 

11.2.2.6 Pond 2 and DDA 2 Water Caps 
At the end of mining in 2037, the remaining inventory of recycle water in Pond 2 and 
DDA 2 will be transferred to the pit lake. The total volume of recycle water is estimated 
to be 11 Mm3. 

11.2.2.7 Net Evaporation 
For the meteorological record of 1961 to 2007, the average annual evaporation in lakes in 
the area was approximately 606 mm, and the annual precipitation was approximately 
423 mm. The volume of net evaporation was modelled based on the surface area of the 
reclaimed wetlands and the pit lake and is estimated to be 183 mm/a. 

11.2.2.8 Surface Outflow to Ells River 
There will be no surface outflow from the pit lake to the Ells River until the level of the 
lake has reached its final elevation of 243 masl and the water quality is suitable for 
release. Outflow from the lake will be through the existing Joslyn Creek channel to the 
Ells River. 

11.2.2.9 Groundwater Outflow 
The groundwater outflow from the pit lake will be small, and it will be similar to the 
groundwater inflow (see Section 11.2.2.4). 
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11.2.2.10 Time Required to Fill the Pit Lake 
The estimated pit lake filling time is approximately six years. For an estimate of water 
inflow and outflow during the filling period, see Table 11.2-2. For an estimate of the 
pit lake rate of rise, see Figure 11.2-2. For the historical variation in precipitation in the 
Fort McMurray region, which will influence the rate of lake filling, see Figure 11.2-3. 

Table 11.2-2 Pit Lake Inflow and Outflow During Filling 
Sources 

 
Annual Volume1 

(Mm3) 
Surface runoff 5.8 
Athabasca River water 2.4 
Groundwater including basal aquifer 0.0 
Porewater released during tailings consolidation 0.7 
Pond 2 and DDA 2 water cap 1.8 
Net evaporation from pit lake and wetlands -0.4 
Surface outflow to the Ells River 0.0 
Total 10.3 

NOTE: 
1 Value represents the average over the six-year filling period. Individual rates might 

vary over this period. 

11.3 Conservation and Reclamation 
The CC&R plan provides information on the annual reclamation activities for the first 
10-year period of the project development, as well as every five years after until closure. 

It is estimated that the project will disturb approximately 6980 ha of the boreal forest. 

The following sections provide information on project conservation and reclamation 
activities. 
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Figure 11.2-2 Pit Lake Filling Curve 
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Figure 11.2-3 Annual Precipitation at Fort McMurray 1944–2007 
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11.3.1 Tree Clearing 
All merchantable timber will be removed from the project footprint before project 
activities start. Any remaining trees and brush will be cleared before soil salvage 
operations. Some coarse woody debris will be conserved and used in the reclamation 
program to enhance the reclaimed land surface by providing shaded microsites for 
vegetation. For a summary of the land areas that will be cleared, disturbed and reclaimed 
from 2012 to closure, see Table 11.3-1. For a comparison of the rate of land disturbance 
and reclamation over the project life, see Figure 11.3-1. 

For the progression of tree clearing, see Figure 11.3-2. 

Table 11.3-1 Project Development and Reclamation 
Land Area 

(ha) 
Year Cleared1 Disturbed Reclaimed 

2012 4,376 4,187 0 
2013 411 500 0 
2014 307 33 206 
2015 0 0 0 
2016 0 0 0 
2017 0 454 509 
2018 128 0 129 
2019 0 107 128 
2020 135 0 69 
2021 66 97 54 
2022 to 2026 749 679 923 
2027 to 2031 625 451 813 
2032 to 2037 183 472 1,405 
Closure 0 0 2,744 
Total 6,980 6,980 6,980 

NOTES: 
Totals might not equal the sum of individual values because of rounding. 
1 Does not include the river water intake pipeline. 
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Figure 11.3-1 Comparison of Land Disturbance and Reclamation Over the Project Life 
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Figure 11.3-2 Tree-Clearing Sequence 
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11.3.2 Soil Salvage and Replacement 

11.3.2.1 Soil Salvage 
The soil conservation program is designed to provide a sufficient volume of suitable 
reclamation material to place on disturbed land to support self-sustaining vegetation 
required to achieve planned end land uses. The soil management practices planned for the 
project conform to best available practices for mine reclamation. 

Reclamation materials used for the project will consist of coversoil and subsoil materials. 
Coversoil materials will consist of topsoil salvaged from upland areas or peat-mineral 
mix salvaged from wetlands. Topsoil will be the primary coversoil material used in the 
reclamation program whereas peat-mineral mix will be used when required to meet 
reclamation objectives. The reclamation materials will either be directly placed on land 
ready to be reclaimed (which is the preferred soil replacement strategy) or stored in RMS 
for future use. 

Topsoil, consisting of all soil horizons above the B Horizon in mineral soils (i.e., 
A Horizon and LFH layers) will be salvaged from upland soils. Topsoil will be 
direct-placed whenever possible as part of the reclamation program. When stockpiling is 
required, topsoil salvaged from a and b ecosites will be stockpiled separately from topsoil 
salvaged from other upland ecosites. All topsoil will be placed in upland reclamation 
areas. 

The peat–mineral mix used in the reclamation program will consist of a 1:1 mix of peat 
and mineral soil on a volume basis. The peat will be salvaged with the underlying mineral 
soils to create a suitable reclamation material that will augment topsoil placement in the 
reclamation program. Peat that is surplus to the needs of the reclamation program will be 
placed in overburden disposal areas. 

Subsoil materials will be salvaged and direct-placed in areas ready to be reclaimed or will 
be stockpiled for later use. When stockpiled, the subsoil materials will be sorted 
qualitatively and stockpiled separately. 

A total of 5.4 Mm3 of upland soil is expected to be salvaged and directly placed in areas 
available for reclamation. In addition, approximately 0.5 Mm3 of peat–mineral mix will 
be directly placed during the life of the mine. A total of 4.3 Mm3 of peat–mineral mix and 
16.6 Mm3 of upland soil are expected to be salvaged and placed in RMS areas. For the 
soil salvage plan, see Figure 11.3-3. 

The RMS areas will be constructed to facilitate material retrieval. Natural vegetation will 
be allowed to develop on the stockpiles from the vegetative propagules available in the 
stockpiled soils. This approach to soil erosion protection will be supplemented by seeding 
to native plant species and a cover crop if necessary. Soils of different types and qualities 
will be stored separately in the RMS areas. 

The quality of coversoil and subsoil materials used for reclamation will be evaluated 
using the criteria outlined in Soil Quality Criteria Relative to Disturbance and 
Reclamation (Alberta Agriculture 1987). Soil quality and soil-handling methods will be 
evaluated by a qualified professional to ensure appropriate reclamation materials are 
being used and the quality is maintained. 
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11.3.2.2 Soil Replacement 
The following areas will be capped with at least 1 m of tailings sand, overburden or 
subsoil material of suitable quality before reclamation soils are applied: 

• DDAs 
• overburden disposal areas with unsuitable soil material at the surface 
• areas of the extraction plant site with unsuitable soil material at the surface 
• areas of the project camp with unsuitable soil material at the surface 

Reclamation material placement operations will begin after contouring and final grading 
is completed. Reclamation will proceed progressively in areas no longer required for 
operational purposes (see Figure 11.3-4). 

11.3.2.3 Reclamation Material Balance 
For the soil volume balance for each reclamation material type, see Table 11.3-2. The 
reclamation material for the JCR, the sediment-trapping wetland, the compensation lake, 
the project camp and the OSSP will be locally stockpiled and the salvaged material will 
be used for reclamation of these areas. 
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Table 11.3-2 Soil Salvage and Replacement Volumes 

Soil Salvaged for Reclamation 
Reclamation 

Requirements1 Soil Handling 
Material Direct Placed Material to Stockpile Material From Stockpile 

Year 
 

Upland 
Topsoil 
(Mm3) 

Upland 
Subsoil 
(Mm3) 

Peat-Mineral 
(Mm3) 

Volume 
(Mm3) 

Upland 
Topsoil
(Mm3) 

Upland 
Subsoil
(Mm3) 

Peat-Mineral 
(Mm3) 

Upland 
Topsoil 
(Mm3) 

Upland 
Subsoil
(Mm3) 

Peat-Mineral
(Mm3) 

Upland 
Topsoil
(Mm3) 

Upland 
Subsoil
(Mm3) 

Peat-Mineral
(Mm3) 

2012 4.27 5.90 0.68 0 0 0 0 4.27 5.90 0.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2013 0.67 0 0.61 0 0 0 0 0.67 0 0.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2014 0.17 0 0.48 0 0 0 0 0.17 0 0.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2015 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2016 0.35 0.53 0.03 1.03 0 0 0 0.35 0.53 0.03 0.25 0.34 0.43 
2017 0.47 0 0 1.56 0.17 0 0 0.30 0 0 0.33 0.46 0.60 
2018 0 0 0 0.89 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.47 0.35 0.07 
2019 0.20 0.56 0 0.33 0.11 0 0 0.08 0.56 0 0.00 0.18 0.03 
2020 0 0 0 0.26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.10 0.15 0.01 
2021 0.08 0.35 0 0.65 0.08 0.35 0 0 0 0 0.18 0.01 0.02 
2022 to 
2026 0.99 4.03 0.16 4.63 0.68 1.86 0.16 0.31 2.17 0 1.10 0.53 0.31 

2027 to 
2031 0.50 1.78 0.33 3.89 0.28 1.04 0.36 0.22 0.73 0 1.08 0.93 0.22 

2032 to 
2037 0.47 0.69 2.48 8.14 0.14 0.67 0 0.33 0.02 2.48 2.41 3.65 1.27 

Closure 0 0 0 5.41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.43 2.65 2.33 
 8.17 13.84 4.77 26.79 1.46 3.92 0.52 6.70 9.91 4.28 6.35 9.25 5.29 
 Summary 
 Reclamation Material Required (Mm3) 26.79  Material Required from Stockpile (Mm3) 20.89  
 Material Direct Placed (Mm3) 5.90  Material to Stockpile (Mm3) 20.89  
 Upland Topsoil Direct Placed (Mm3) 1.46  Total Upland (Mm3) 22.01  
 Upland Subsoil Direct Placed (Mm3) 3.92  Total Peat-Mineral (Mm3) 4.77  
 Peat-Mineral Direct Placed (Mm3) 0.52     

NOTES: 
Totals might not equal the sum of individual values because of rounding. 
Assumes that no soil placement will be required on the tree-clearing-only areas. 
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Figure 11.3-3 Soil Salvage Sequence 
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Figure 11.3-4 Reclamation Sequence 
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11.3.3 Final Grading and Contouring 
The reclaimed landscape will have a variety of slopes (see Table 11.3-3). There is an 
increase in the amount of greater than 0 to 5% slopes created on the reclaimed landscape 
compared with pre-development conditions. This is a result of the landforms (e.g., SBA 1 
dykes) created during the mining process. 

Although new landforms will be created during development and reclamation of the 
project, they are designed to be stable and able to support a variety of end land uses. The 
reclaimed landscape will have a greater variety of slope classes than the pre-disturbance 
landscape and will be typical of slope classes in the region. For the conceptual closure 
plan, showing closure contours, see Figure 11.1-1. 

Table 11.3-3 Slope Classes in Pre-development and Reclaimed 
Landscapes 

Pre-Development Area End of Closure Area Change Slopes 
(%) (ha) (%) (ha) (%) (ha) (%) 

0 21 <1 148 2 127 2 

>0 to 5 6,534 94 4,488 64 -2,046 -29 

>5 to 20 382 5 1,818 26 1,436 21 

>20 to 30 33 <1 182 3 149 2 

>30 to 35 8 <1 30 <1 22 <1 

>35 to 40 1 <1 12 <1 11 <1 

>40 to 45 0 0 3 <1 3 <1 

Water and littoral zone 0 0 298 4 298 4 

Total 6,980 100 6,980 100 N/A N/A 

NOTES: 
Totals might not equal the sum of individual values because of rounding. 
N/A = Not applicable. 

11.3.4 Reclaimed Land Capability 
One of the reclamation objectives is to replace land capability classes for forest 
ecosystems to an equivalent capability of the pre-disturbance area. The predicted land 
capability classes for each type of reclaimed soil series were derived from the Land 
Capability Classification System for Forest Ecosystems in the Oil Sands (CEMA 2006). 
For the closure land capability classes for the revised project, see Table 11.3-4. The 
reclaimed land is predicted to have a wide range of diversity within each class that 
reflects the land capabilities of the region. For the areal extent of wetlands, littoral zones 
and waterbodies, see Section 11.3.5. For the distribution of predicted land capabilities on 
the conceptual closure landscape, see Figure 11.3-5. 
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Table 11.3-4 Land Capability Classes 

Pre-Development Area End of Closure Area Change Capability1 

 (ha) (%) (ha) (%) (ha) (%) 

Class 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Class 2 2,123 30  2,298 33 175 3 

Class 3 685 10 1,452 21 767 11 

Class 4 1,457 21 2,002 29 545 8 

Class 5 2,713 39 1,227 17 -1,486 -21 

Total 6,980 100 6,980 100 N/A N/A 

NOTES: 
Totals might not equal the sum of individual values because of rounding. 
N/A = Not applicable. 
1 Capability ratings were calculated using CEMA 2006. 

11.3.5 Revegetation 
Pre-development vegetation community types in the area will be selected for use as target 
ecosites for final reclamation. Reclaimed ecosites are expected to display natural 
variability in composition when they develop on the closure landscape. Variations in soil 
types, moisture content and topography will result in a complex pattern of ecosites that 
are integrated with the surrounding area. For planned soil placement and planting 
prescriptions based on moisture, slope, aspect and landform, see Table 11.3-5 and 
Table 11.3-6. 

The pit lake will be bordered by littoral zones that will encompass approximately 19% of 
the pit lake surface. The littoral zones will be planted to locally common wetlands plant 
species. Littoral zones provide areas for settling of sediments, active microbial 
communities and fish habitat. It is expected that after mine closure and reclamation, and 
on the release of water from the pit lake to the Ells River, water will be of sufficient 
quality for viable fish habitat in the pit lake and littoral zones. 
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Figure 11.3-5 Reclaimed Land Capability Classes 
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Table 11.3-5 Target Ecosite Phase Soil Placement and Planting Prescriptions 

Reclaimed 
Soil 

Series 
Reclaimed Soil 

Replacement Depth1 Landscape Feature 

Soil Capability 
(Moisture 
Regime) 

Target Ecosite 
Phase 

Tree Species 
(Total Density of 

1800 to 2200 
Stems/ha) 

Shrub/Forbs 
(Total Density of 500 to 

700 Stems/ha) 
EDAs: toe of slope and 
depressional areas. Class 2 (mesic) f3 horsetail, 

white spruce White spruce Rose, low-bush 
cranberry 

EDAs: depressional areas near 
drainage channels. 

Class 2 
(subhygric) 

f2 horsetail, balsam-
white spruce 

White spruce 
Aspen 
Birch 
Black spruce 

Rose, dogwood, 
low-bush cranberry 

Lower, well-drained slopes, 
swales and terraces. 

Class 2 
(subhygric) 

e1 dogwood, balsam 
poplar-aspen  

Balsam poplar 
Aspen 

Dogwood, bracted 
honeysuckle, raspberry 

E 40 cm peat-mineral mix over 
10 cm fine-textured SS. 

Lower well-drained slopes. Class 2 
(subhygric) 

e2 dogwood, balsam 
poplar-white spruce 

Balsam poplar 
White spruce 

Dogwood, bracted 
honeysuckle, raspberry 

M 

20 cm coarse-textured upland 
TS over: 
30 cm medium-textured 
upland SS 
or 
a minimum 30 cm of 
medium-textured OB. 

Crest, upper and mid-slope 
positions of contoured capped 
tailing cells in areas of poor 
nutrient tailing sands, 
all aspects. 

Class 2  
(hygric) 
Class 3 
(subhygric) 

c1 Labrador tea 
(mesic), jack pine-
black spruce 

Jack pine 
Black spruce 

Labrador tea, green 
alder, bog cranberry, 
blueberry 

Ms 
30 cm peat-mineral mix over a 
minimum 20 cm 
medium-textured OB or SS. 

In depressional areas near 
drainage channels, all aspects. 
Saline areas. 

Class 4 
(subhygric) 

g1 Labrador tea 
(subhygric) black 
spruce, jack pine 

Black spruce 
Jack pine 

Labrador tea, bog 
cranberry, blueberry, 
green alder, willow 
species 
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Table 11.3-5 Target Ecosite Phase Soil Placement and Planting Prescriptions (cont’d) 

Reclaimed 
Soil 

Series 
Reclaimed Soil Replacement 

Depth1 Landscape Feature 

Soil 
Capability 
(Moisture 
Regime) 

Target Ecosite 
Phase 

Tree Species 
(Total Density of 

1800 to 2200 
Stems/ha) 

Shrub/Forbs 
(Total Density of 500 to 

700 Stems/ha) 
Crest, upper and mid-slope positions 
of contoured capped tailing cells, all 
aspects.  
Upper slope of south aspect on 
SBAs and capped DDAs, EDAs. 

Class 3 
(mesic) 

d1 low-bush 
cranberry, 
aspen 

Aspen 
White Spruce 
Balsam poplar 
White birch 

Low-bush cranberry, 
buffaloberry, saskatoon, 
green alder, rose, 
raspberry 

Crest, upper and mid slope positions 
of contoured capped tailing cells, all 
aspects.  
Crest of SBAs and capped DDAs. 
EDAs, level positions and mid slope 
of east and west aspects. 

Class 2 
(subhygric) 

d2 low-bush 
cranberry, 
aspen, white 
spruce 

Aspen 
White Spruce 
Balsam poplar 
White birch 

Low-bush cranberry, 
buffaloberry, saskatoon, 
green alder, rose, 
raspberry 

N 

20 cm medium-textured 
upland TS over: 
30 cm medium-textured 
upland SS 
or 
a minimum 30 cm of 
medium-textured OB 

EDAs. 
SBAs, mid to low slope of N aspect.  
Upper slope of NE aspect of capped 
DDAs. 

Class 2 (mesic 
to subhygric) 

d3 low-bush 
cranberry, white 
spruce 

White spruce 
Aspen 
Balsam poplar 
White birch 

Low-bush cranberry, 
buffaloberry, saskatoon, 
green alder, rose, 
raspberry 

Level areas and mid-slope of non-
saline areas, all aspects. 

Class 4 
(submesic) 

b1 blueberry, 
jack-pine, aspen

Jack pine 
Aspen 
White spruce 

Blueberry, bearberry, 
Labrador tea, green alder 

Mid-slope and upper slopes of non-
saline areas, N, S, E aspect 

Class 4 
(submesic) 

b3 blueberry, 
aspen- white 
spruce 

Aspen 
White spruce 

Blueberry, bearberry, 
Labrador tea, green alder P 

15 cm coarse TS over: 
35 cm coarse-textured SS 
or 
a minimum 35 cm of 
coarse-textured OB 

Mid, upper and crest of slopes of 
non-saline areas, all aspect. 

Class 4 
(submesic) 

b4 blueberry, 
white spruce, 
jack-pine 

White spruce 
Jack pine 

Blueberry, bearberry, 
Labrador tea, green alder 

R 30 cm peat-mineral mix over 
20 cm fine-textured SS 

Areas around non-saline drainage 
channels and wetlands. 

Class 5 
(hygric) 

h1 Labrador 
tea/horsetail 
white spruce- 
black spruce 

White spruce 
Black Spruce 
White birch 

Labrador tea, bog 
cranberry, willow, 
prickly rose 

NOTES: 
Adapted from Guidelines for Reclamation of Forest Vegetation in the Oil Sands Region (Oil Sands Vegetation Reclamation Committee 1998) and the Field Guide to 
Ecosites of Northern Alberta (Beckingham and Archibald 1996). 
1 Reclaimed soil layers are listed from surface downward, by layer. Clean overburden of suitable texture might be considered part of the reclamation material layers 

if appropriate. 
OB = Overburden; TS = Topsoil; SS = Subsoil Material. 
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Table 11.3-6 Shrubland Planting Prescriptions 
Shrublands 

Phase  
(Soil Capability 

Class 5)4 

Reclaimed Soil 
Replacement 

Depth2 
Landscape 

Feature Shrub Species Forbs 
Shrublands 2 
(Sh2) 

30 cm peat-mineral 
mix over 20 cm 
medium-textured 
upland subsoil 
material or OB 

Wet and 
non-sodic 
drainage of the 
external dumps. 

Hoary willow 
Grey-leaved willow 
Northern blackcurrant 
Dogwood 
River alder 

Buck bean, 
Marsh 
cinquefoil, 
Vernal 
water-starwort 

Shrublands 3 
(Sh3) 

30 cm peat-mineral 
mix over 20 cm 
medium-textured 
upland subsoil 
material or OB 

Potentially saline 
drainage areas 
of tailings cells, 
DDAs and SBAs 
and margins 
surrounding 
open water. 

Willow species 
Swamp birch 

Alkali bulrush 
Common 
cattail, Awned 
sedge Northern 
reed grass 

NOTES: 
1 For primary drainage channels, shrubs will be grown in a minimum 25-m band, 20 m away from 

the lowest point of depression. Forbs will be grown in the 20 m nearest the lowest point of the 
depression. For secondary drainage channels, shrubs will be grown in a minimum 25-m band, 
10 m away from the lowest point of depression. Forbs will be grown in the 10 m nearest the 
lowest point of the depression. 

2 Reclaimed soil layers are listed from surface downward, by layer.  
OB = Overburden 

 

For a list of the conceptual projected reclaimed ecosites, and wetlands, littoral zones and 
waterbodies, see Table 11.3-7. For their distribution, see Figure 11.3-6. 

Inherent variability is expected within closure ecosites. On a micro- to-
meso-topographical scale, variations in ecosite types are expected to develop where 
conditions are appropriate. 
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Table 11.3-7 Pre-development and Closure Ecosites 
Pre-Development 

Ecosite Phases (A) 
End of Closure Target 

Ecosite Phases (B) Difference (B-A) Ecosite Phase 
 (ha) (%)1 (ha) (%)1 (ha) (%) 

Upland Ecosite Phases 

a1 – lichen Pj 167 2 0 0 -167 -2 

b1 – blueberry Pj-Aw 188 3 22 <1 -166 -2 

b2 – blueberry Aw(Bw) 54 <1 0 0 -54 <0 

b3 – blueberry Aw-Sw 122 2 131 2 9 <1 

b4 – blueberry Sw-Pj 43 <1 74 1 31 <1 

c1 – Labrador tea-mesic Pj-Sb 9 <1 1,173 17 1,164 17 

d1 – low-bush cranberry Aw 792 11 1,103 16 311 4 

d2 – low-bush cranberry Aw-Sw 594 9 761 11 167 2 

d3 – low-bush cranberry Sw 116 2 301 4 185 3 

e1 – dogwood Pb-Aw 4 <1 14 <1 10 <1 

e2 – dogwood Pb-Sw 31 <1 53 1 22 <1 

e3 – dogwood Sw 16 <1 0 0 -16 <0 

f1 – horsetail Pb-Aw 30 <1 0 0 -30 <0 

f2 – horsetail Pb-Sw 16 <1 124 2 108 2 

f3 – horsetail Sw 12 <1 219 3 207 3 

g1 – Labrador tea-subhygric Sb-Pj 21 <1 1,775 25 1,754 25 

h1 – Labrador tea / horsetail Sw-Sb 186 3 13 <1 -173 -2 

Sh2 – riparian shrubland 0 0 132 2 132 2 

Sh3 – salt-tolerant riparian shrubland 0 0 655 9 655 9 

Total Upland Ecosite Phase 2,401 34 6,550 94 4,149 60 

Wetland Ecosite Phases 

i1 – treed bog 316 5 0 0 -316 -5 

i2 – shrubby bog 783 11 0 0 -783 -11 

j1 – treed poor fen 359 5 0 0 -359 -5 

j2 – shrubby poor fen 253 4 0 0 -253 -4 

k1 – treed rich fen 163 2 0 0 -163 -2 

k2 – shrubby rich fen 404 6 0 0 -404 -6 

k3 – graminoid rich fen 105 2 0 0 -105 -2 

l1 – marsh 0 0 130 2 130 2 

Total Wetland Ecosite Phase 2,383 34 130 2 -2,253 -32 

Total Anthropogenic 2,195 31 0 0 -2,195 -31 

Total Lake and Littoral Area 0 0 298 4 298 4 

Total 6,980 100 6,980 100 N/A N/A 

NOTES: 
Totals might not equal the sum of individual values because of rounding. 
N/A = Not applicable. 
1 Proportion of total footprint area. 
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Figure 11.3-6 Conceptual Reclaimed Ecosite Phases 
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11.3.6 Traditional Use Species 
Closure landforms have been designed to accommodate traditional land uses, where 
possible. Planting prescriptions will be planned with engagement of First Nations to 
provide a range of ecosite phases that support a variety of traditional end land uses. The 
planting prescriptions include species used by the First Nations, such as blueberry, 
cranberry, rose, bearberry, white spruce, black spruce and poplar. 

Many of the other species included in the planting prescriptions are planned to provide 
habitat for wildlife species identified in traditional ecological knowledge and traditional 
land use information. For information regarding traditional ecological knowledge and 
traditional land use, see Section 14.12. 

11.3.7 Wetlands Reclamation 
The closure landscape will consist of a diversity of upland and lowland habitats that 
reflects the diversity of the region. Reclamation of wetlands types in the closure 
landscape have been conceptually designed based on considerations related to the 
succession and sustainability of wetland ecosystems. Littoral zones bordering open water 
in the pit lake and constructed wetlands will be revegetated to wetlands species, and are 
expected to become functional graminoid marshes (Ecosite l1) over time. 

Depressional meso- and micro-topography in landforms and areas surrounding closure 
drainage features will be revegetated with wetlands species and are expected to develop 
into marsh type wetlands. Reclamation ecosite types (e.g., Sh2, Sh3, g1, e, f) bordering 
these areas will be designed to support wetlands function and succession. 

Additional wetlands are expected to establish throughout the site because of 
micro-topographic variations, hydrological changes and beaver activity along 
watercourses. Small wetlands are common in many naturally occurring terrestrial 
ecosites. This same ecosite diversity is expected in target ecosites of the closure 
landscape. 

Wetland areas will be designed and constructed according to the 2007 
Cumulative Environmental Management Association (CEMA) Guideline for Wetlands 
Re-establishment on Reclaimed Oil Sands Leases. A variety of regional research 
initiatives studying reclamation of wetland ecosystems in the oil sands region will 
continue to contribute to ongoing research efforts to improve the technology of wetlands 
reclamation. As new technology emerges, new techniques will be considered. 

11.3.8 Reclamation Management 
Reclamation planning includes establishing end land use objectives according to pre-
development land uses, site-specific conditions, improved practices based on research 
and monitoring results, and stakeholder input. As reclamation proceeds, evaluating 
reclaimed land soil and vegetation performance allows land use objectives to be reviewed 
and adjustments to be made according to natural revegetation processes and future 
environmental modifiers such as climate change. These practices will be routine 
components in project environmental management activities. This process provides the 
opportunity to develop and refine the reclamation program using data collected from 
onsite programs and from other mine operations. 
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Annual monitoring programs are planned in reclaimed areas to assess herbaceous 
vegetation growth, biodiversity, species composition, and the physical and chemical 
properties of soils in reclaimed areas. Wildlife use of reclaimed areas and other areas 
adjacent to the project will also be monitored. The successional development of 
revegetated ecosites will be monitored to allow for improvements to the reclamation 
process, where necessary, and to help predict the pattern of succession that can be 
expected on reclaimed oil sands developments. 
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